This paper describes the design of the unit testing framework JUnit v3.8. The documentation technique employed is an enhanced version of collaboration-based design, also known as role modeling. In collaboration-based design, objects are viewed as playing multiple roles in different contexts, and different contexts are viewed as task specific collaborations. The documentation accounts for every method in the JUnit 3.8 framework by assigning it to a role. It thereby investigates whether roles and collaborations can serve as basic units of functionality provided by a design like a framework. Such a measure of functionality can serve multiple purposes, for example estimating implementation efforts or measuring complexity.
Introduction
This paper describes the design of the unit testing framework JUnit in its version 3.8. The documentation technique employed is an enhanced version of collaboration-based design, also known as role modeling. In collaboration-based design, objects are viewed as playing multiple roles in different contexts, called collaborations. A collaboration, in turn, organizes several usually distinct objects for a specific purpose, for example to provide a basic service or to maintain a state dependency between two objects.
The documentation presented here accounts for every method in the original JUnit 3.8 framework and assigns it to at least one role. This way, collaboration-based documentation finds a middle ground between the more coarse-grained class-based view and the more detailed method-by-method view of objects. The paper uses UML packages and interfaces to capture collaborations and roles rather than the evolving UML collaboration specification notation. For the purposes of this document this is sufficient.
The general purpose of this documentation is to ease framework comprehension; an additional purpose that motivated this document is to investigate whether collaborations can serve as basic units of functionality provided by a design like a framework. Such a measure of functionality can serve multiple purposes, for example estimating implementation efforts or measuring complexity.
JUnit was chosen because it is a mature object-oriented framework that is available in source code form and that is widely used and understood. This paper is based on JUnit version 3.8 rather than 4.0 or later, because 3.8 represents the most mature design of the original JUnit framework. The next version 4.0 represents a radical departure from the original version in that it heavily leans on new Java language features that obscure the core framework design in favor of being more native to the employed programming language. By sticking to version 3.8 I hope that the documentation presented in this paper is more easily comparable across programming languages and that it brings out the design more clearly.
Collaboration-Based Design
Role modeling (in the context of object-oriented software design) was invented over 20 years ago [10] . It is related to the CRC (Class Responsibility Collaboration) cards approach to software design [15] . In recent years, role modeling has made its way into UML where it is called collaborations. My dissertation about role modeling for framework design [11] showed that role modeling makes designing, documenting, and using frameworks easier than possible with the traditional class-based approach alone.
Approaches to Collaboration-Based Design
Most of the work on collaborations focuses less on conceptual modeling and more on code composition and implementation. An early exception is Johnson's work on documenting frameworks using design patterns. He shows how a framework can be viewed as a sequence of pattern applications [6] .
On a level closer to implementation, Fairbanks et al. show how frameworks can be decomposed into and then recomposed from design fragments that are closely linked to code fragments [3] . Like Johnson's patterns, Fairbank et al.'s fragments are only loosely related to the notion of collaboration as used in this paper.
Closer to my notion of collaboration is VanHilst and Notkin's work of collaborations. Using C++ templates they show how to break up a program into collaboration components and how to create new programs from these templates [14] . This paper does not prescribe a specific implementation mechanism.
Another attempt at code composition, foreshadowing aspectoriented programming, was Ossher et al.'s work on subjectoriented programming. Subjects are functional slices through a program that can be used to explain and specify a program [9] . Ossher et al. followed up with detailed implementation support.
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) is related to collaborationbased design: A collaboration can be viewed as an aspect and hence subsumed under AOP. This was demonstrated by Hannemann and Kiczales' work on implementing design patterns using AOP [5] .
More directly addressing the notion of collaborations as used in this paper, the work of Lieberherr et al. on aspectual collaborations uses AOP techniques and shows how programs can be composed from these aspectual collaborations [7] [8].
The notion of collaboration used in this paper is based on my dissertation [11] . This paper uses a lightweight definition of collaboration leaning on UML 2.0. However, this paper's contribution is not a new modeling or code composition technique but rather the presentation of a case study of using collaborations and design patterns in framework design.
Collaboration-Based Design in this Paper
UML 2.0 provides support for developers to document objects as playing roles and engaging in collaborations [13] . However, it is still an evolving specification and is limited when it comes to fullblown role modeling. For this reason, this document uses a lightweight UML-based approach to describe the JUnit 3.8 design.
Definition 1:
A collaboration is the specification of how objects, playing roles, work together to achieve a single focused purpose. Figure 1 shows an example collaboration with three roles (the TestResultObserver collaboration of JUnit 3.8). The UML concept of interface is used to specify a role, and the UML concept of package is used to scope a collaboration.
What's important here is that collaborations consist of roles, and that a collaboration has one purpose, not many. This prepares the road for orthogonal composition of class-based designs from collaborations.
With this definition, a collaboration is defined as a model. Its enactment at runtime is called a collaboration instance in this document. While a collaboration instance has identity, for most practical matter this is irrelevant (unless you are tracking transactions etc.)
Definition 2:
A role is the specification of the behavior of an object within a given collaboration.
Technically, that specification may simply be a set of methods that define how an object plays the role. Please note that a role does not stand alone, it is always part of a collaboration. It has no right of existence outside the scope of a collaboration and for that purpose is bound to the collaboration. Figure 2 shows the details of the TestResultObserver::TestResult role.
Please note that while this document uses the UML concept of interface to specify a role's behavior, this does not imply the need for a technical (Java) interface. A UML interface may simply map into a set of methods in some larger Java interface or class.
We are adding to the diagrammatic notation simple pseudocode to list a role's methods. For example, the pseudocode for TestResultObserver::TestResult looks like this: Sometimes, a role is qualified as "free" as in "free role TestListener […] ". This is to show that the user is free to assign this role to some classes. Non-free roles like TestResult above are typically assigned to classes in a fixed form, most notably by simply being part of the class interface. (Remember: The TestResult role specification above was taken out of the TestResult class, which provides several roles.) Free roles in Java are typically interfaces---otherwise a free assignment through the implements relationship would not be possible. We discuss the importance of free roles for framework and component coupling elsewhere [11] [12] .
The definition of role given above also implies that a collaboration specification can never have just one role; there must at least be two roles. If you can't find that second role: It may well be an implicit client role with no callbacks and hence no methods. It is in fact quite common to have client roles (of some basic service) that specify no methods at all. This doesn't mean there is no behavior attached to the client role. For example, in the TestResultObserver collaboration, the Configurator shouldn't call removeListener if it hasn't previously called addListener. Traditionally, such constraints were specified on the service side, that is, the TestResult role. Here they are considered to be constraints on the client side and are therefore better specified on the client side as well. Figure 3 shows the most common collaboration, the provision of a service to a client. This diagram really is a schematic illustration, not a specific collaboration, because each collaboration needs to list the domain-specific methods of the service role.
Another common type of collaboration adds a configuration role to the basic client/service collaboration. Here, the Configurator role configures the client with the service to use. In the basic client/service collaboration, the Client usually knows where to get the Service from. In a configurable client/service collaboration, this knowledge is moved to a separate Configurator object. Figure  4 makes the additional role explicit.
Beyond these domain-specific collaborations, most collaborations I have found were instances of design patterns. In fact, one can already argue that the configurable client/service collaboration is a pattern, as benign as it may appear. It is a hypothesis of this work (to be validated) that except for the basic domain-specific service provision through client/service collaborations, all collaborations and hence all other functionality are instances of design patterns.
In the following documentation we omit some of the complexity of a full-blown specification. What the documentation does, however, is to account for every single method in JUnit 3.8 and how it is part of a role in a collaboration that contributes one aspect of JUnit's overall functionality.
The Class View of JUnit 3.8
JUnit is a framework for writing unit tests (a.k.a. component tests) in Java. It is being developed by Kent Beck and Erich Gamma since 1997 and is based on SUnit, a Smalltalk testing framework. It has seen rapid and wide-spread adoption since its inception. It currently is in its version 4.0. This document focuses on the most widely used release, which is version 3.8. JUnit 3.8 is also the last major (and stable) release that provides the "old" design before the switch to Java annotations that happened with release 4.0. Figure 5 shows the class diagram of the core JUnit framework, the Java package junit.framework. Other packages like junit.extensions and junit.runner are not considered further. Please note that the top four classes in Figure 3 are defined in java.lang and presented here only for reasons of completeness. For another documentation of JUnit please see the original "cook's tour" [2] .
In a nutshell, JUnit works the following way.
A complete test run has two phases: The first phase is configuration, second phase is test case execution. This may be followed by analysis and visual display of the results to a user.
During configuration, an object hierarchy of test cases is built, where one object represents a test case. Any such object is an instance of a subclass of TestCase. Programmers implement such subclasses, and every method in a subclass that starts with "test" (or is configured otherwise as a test case) leads to an object in the hierarchy. These "test" methods contain the actual (domain and application-specific) test code. Such TestCase subclass instances are always leaf objects of the hierarchy. The intermediate nodes and the root node are instances of TestSuite, which mostly provides the grouping functionality necessary for the tree structure. Both TestCase and TestSuite implement the Test interface to allow homogenous treatment of each node in the tree.
The actual test execution is started by calling run on the root object of the test hierarchy. The tree is traversed depth first, and the order of nodes is determined by the order in which they were added to the tree. On each and every leaf node, that is on each and every test case object, run will eventually be called. Thus, as many test cases will be run as there are instances of subclasses of TestCase.
The results of each test case execution are recorded in a collecting parameter object that is passed on from test to test as the execution is working its way through the test object hierarchy. The collecting parameter is the TestResult object. When a test case object is first asked to execute the actual test code, it doesn't do so directly, but rather delegates this job to the TestResult object it receives as an argument. The TestResult object will prepare a few things and then call back on the test case for the actual test code execution. This callback is mediated by an inner subclass of Protectable that defines the test failure protocol. The TestResult's preparation consists of notifying registered TestListeners about the beginning and end of a test. This is used, for example, by a UI to display progress to a user.
In a test case, the actual test code is wrapped by calls to the methods setUp and tearDown that initialize the test case object respectively de-initialize it for test case execution. The framework method run finds the actual test method to execute by name matching using reflection and then executes it. If the test succeeds, the execution will run right through the code and return from the method call without problems. Programmers implement test code by making assertions about the state of the program under testing using calls to static "assert" methods inherited from class Assert. If an assertion fails an exception will be thrown to indicate a test failure. As mentioned above, this exception will be caught by the TestResult object and stored as a test failure before progressing to the next test case.
After the tree traversal finished and hence the test execution completed (or was interrupted), the client who started the test run can inspect the results as collected by the TestResult object and display them to a user or use them programmatically in a different way.
As a final comment, if you are wondering where the design patterns are [2] : Rather than saying Composite or Observer or Collecting Parameter, these patterns are recognizable by the streamlined prose they come with as well as their language specific adaptation. For example, you recognize Composite by the words tree, node, and leaf or Observer by callback, notifying, and listeners. At the root of JUnit 3.8 are two collaborations that are important but have been inherited from the java.lang Object framework. Thus, they are not part of the core JUnit framework but still need to be documented.
• These collaboarations are discussed in the following subsections in the order denoted above.
Printable
A Printable object provides the well-known toString method for providing a string representation of itself. The Client role is a free role because any object can assume the Client role in the Printable collaboration to call the method. 
Throwable
The Throwable collaboration allows a Thrower to throw a Throwable and a Catcher to catch it. This collaboration captures the basic exception handling collaboration in Java; it is supported by the language through keywords throw and catch. Please note that creating and configuring an instance of a subclass of Throwable is viewed and handled as a separate collaboration. 
TestCase
This client/service collaboration lets a Client create a TestCase object and provide and retrieve basic information about it, namely its name. Theoretically, the constructor calls could be factored out into another collaboration (separate from the get/setName methods), however, as happens frequently on the code level, they are mixed together and for simplicity's sake are joined here in one collaboration. Further constructors can be found in the TestHierarchy collaboration.
TestSuiteTestCreation
The TestSuiteTestCreation collaboration lets a Client use convenience methods for creating TestCase objects. These convenience methods are provided through the TestCreator role of the TestSuite class. 
TestCaseTestRun
The TestCaseTestRun collaboration makes it easy for a Client to run a TestCase through convenience methods provided by a TestCase's TestCase role. 
TestSuiteTestRun
The TestSuiteTestRun collaboration lets a Client run a provided test with a given TestResult. This is a single method provided by the TestSuite role. The whole collaboration seems superfluous as there is exactly one use within the framework and none within the provided clients. 
TestHierarchy (Composite Pattern)
An application of the Composite pattern [4] , the TestHierarchy collaboration lets a Configurator object create a tree of Test objects. Every object in the tree is a Component and provides the countTestCases method; non-leaf objects are Composites and they provide methods for managing their children. In particular, they provide convenience methods for building child objects from TestCase classes, following the convention that any method in such a class that starts with "test" is a test case. 
TestResult (Collecting Parameter Pattern)
The TestResult collaboration lets a Client provide to and retrieve information from a TestResult object. Errors and Failures are collected, and statistics about them are provided. The TestResult collaboration is an instance of the Collecting Parameter Pattern [1] . The TestResult object is passed through the test case hierarchy while running the tests. It is important to note that the Creator and the Client are typically different objects, as the Creator role is played by an object outside the test case hierarchy. In a canonical implementation of the pattern, the Client role would be played by an object different from the one playing the TestResult role, but in JUnit the TestResult object itself is one of the objects that takes on the Client role, starting a test case and collecting its result. (Other objects that take on the Client role are objects from outside junit.framework as Client is a free role.) 
TestResultController
The TestResultController collaboration lets a Client object stop the execution of a current test run by calling stop on it. The Client role is a free role played by test runners and other clients from outside junit.framework. This necessitates the use of threading or other means of concurrency to separate clients from the actual test runs. 
ProtectedTestRun (Adapter pattern)
An instance of the (Object) Adapter pattern, the ProtectedTestRun collaboration continues the test run delegation chain of calls by injecting a Protectable object, an instance of an inner class, into the test run call sequence. Here, the Client, played by the TestResult object, creates the Protectable and configures it with a Target, the actual TestCase. The Protectable's run method is called by the Client and in turn forwards it to the Target object, while "protecting" the call with some exception handling. The adaptation being performed is the enhancement of the signature of the run method with the declaration of a possible Throwable (exception) being thrown.
Thus, reviewing the call sequence, first run is called on a TestCase, which then calls run on the TestResult argument, which in turn calls protect on an anonymous Protectable, which then calls runBare on the original TestCase object. The method runBare is shared with ProtectedTestRun::Target because in the call sequence they are joined at the hip.
+runBare()

AssertionFailedError
The AssertionFailedError collaboration is a simple client/service collaboration that lets a Client create and configure an AssertionFailedError exception. AssertionFailedErrors are exceptions that are created and thrown by the various assertion methods of Assertions::Assertions as listed above. To a Client they only provide a simple String message (as defined in the Throwable collaboration). 
ComparisonCompactor (Strategy Pattern)
An application of the Strategy pattern, the ComparisonCompactor collaboration lets a client use a Compactor object to cut out repeating contents from an actual and an expected string value. This is used to shorten the textual display of a failed test so that a user can more quickly grasp the actual and expected values whose difference made the test fail. 
